Sun Country Airlines Flight Attendant
Cabin Seat Travel Agreement FAQs
1. How can I list for a seat on a flight?
Listing in advance is recommended, although not required. To list, call our Reservations
Department ahead of time at 1-866-359-6786 or list at the ticket counters 60 minutes prior to
domestic departures and at least 90 minutes prior to international departures.
2. What is the check-in procedure?
Flight Attendants requesting transportation under this agreement must check in at the departure
gate a minimum of forty five (45) minutes before scheduled departure of the flight. You must
present your company issued CREW ID which identifies you as a Flight Attendant and request an
available cabin seat under the Flight Attendant Cabin Seat Travel Agreement. In addition,
government issued photo ID must also be presented. Once you have checked in, you will be put
on the standby waitlist. Please stay in the gate area until your name is called.
3. Who is eligible to travel under the Cabin Seat Travel Agreement?
Only active Flight Attendants are qualified to travel under this agreement.
4. Does this agreement allow other airline Flight Attendants the use of the cabin jumpseat?
No, other airline Flight Attendants will be assigned to an available cabin seat.
5. Can I utilize the Cabin Seat Travel Agreement while on leave?
No, user must be an active status qualified Flight Attendant to travel.
6. What is my boarding priority when traveling under the Cabin Seat Travel Agreement?
Forty – five minutes (:45) prior to scheduled departure of a flight, the jumpseat shall be awarded
first among the Flight Attendants in seniority order, then in Company seniority order among all
those who have placed their names on a list at the departure gate, at that point.. (SB6 priority
code)
7. Is there a dress code when utilizing the Cabin Seat Travel Agreement?
User must be in neat business casual attire or company uniform and observe strict professional
conduct and decorum at all times.
8. May I consume alcoholic beverages when utilizing the Cabin Seat Travel Agreement?
No one who has consumed intoxicating beverages within the previous twelve (12) hours or during
the flight will be accepted for travel on this agreement.
9. What flights are included in the Cabin Seat Travel Agreement?
Transportation is applicable on any domestic scheduled Sun Country flights and flights to/from
Mexico and the Caribbean (Any applicable taxes or fees are the responsibility of the crewmember) .
Transatlantic flights are exempt from this agreement. It is not valid on any other reciprocal
carrier, ferry or chartered flights.
10. Does this agreement allow for travel for Flight Attendant’s family, lap child or pet?
No, this agreement applies only to the Flight Attendant and does not include free or discounted
travel for any family members or pets.

